
Wild Cruiser Roof Top Tent

Instruction 



U shaped pole

Base

U shaped pole

U shaped pole
Front door
telescopic pole

Size 250
Inner Tent size: 200x250x110cm
Closed size: 217x137x40cm 
Pack size: 227x145x40cm
Net Weight: 77.5kg(including ladder)
Gross Weight: 92.5kg

Size 160
Inner Tent size: 160x250x113cm
Closed size: 174x134x40cm
Pack size: 183x145x40cm
Net Weight: 63.5kg(including ladder)
Gross Weight: 75kg

Size 140
Inner Tent size: 140x250x113cm
Closed size: 154x134x40cm
Pack size: 163x145x40cm
Net Weight: 58.5kg(including ladder)
Gross Weight: 70kg

This Wild Cruiser roof tent could be set up easily by 2 persons, set up and fold down in seconds by 
telescopic ladder. Roomy space for a whole family, keep you safe and comtortable, enjoy the outdoors 
where your vehicles arrive in different weather.

3” foam mattress provides comfortable sleep exerience

Cover: 600g/1000D high density PVC

Products brief instruction:

Products specification:

Material:

Structure:

Product frame:

Note: No supporting poles for Wild Cruiser 160/140
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Easy handling, by simply pulling & pushing the ladder, the tent can be set up and folded down in 
few second.

Main properties and characteristics



P3

Installation:

⑥ Slide T shape bolts into the middle hole of rail, 
with U-Shape Stator, M8 Arc Washer, M8 Flat 
Washer, and Plastic Nut lightly screwed in 
advance.(as P2)

⑦ Screw the other side of U Shaped Stator with 
component in order as above, and ensure Stator 
tightened(as P3, same operation for rest).

⑤ Slide the T shape bolts into the rails from 
two sides(as P1).

M8 Arc Washer

M8 Flat Washer

④

P1

P2
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Cross Screwdriver(1pc)

INCLUDED TOOLS:

Tool Bag

6mm Hex Key(1pc)

Aluminum Rivet(2pcs)

U Shape Stator(4pcs)

M8 Flat Washer(8pcs) M8 Arc Washer(8pcs)

Plastic Nut(8pcs) T shape bolts(8pcs)
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8-10mm open end wrench(1pc) 14mm open end wrench(1pc)



Setting up:
① Release all buckles around the

cover then remove it.

②  Release the buckle of ladder,
then fully extend the ladder.

③  Hold the bottom of the ladder 
as a lever to press down and turn 
over the tent, then adjust the 
length of ladder.
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Setting up:

④  Adjust the length of supporting
poles, insert the pin into the plast
clip on the corner of bottom frame 
then screw tightly.

(Skip this step if size 160/140)
⑤  Press the porch buttons on both 
sides, pull out the telescopic pole
on two sides of the porch.

⑥  Lock the pole inside the top of 
porch, then set up finished. 
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Press



Folding down:

②

③  Remove two supporting poles.
(Skip this step if size 160/140)

① Close all windows. Hook the elastic 
ropes inside the tent(as P1). Unlock the 
pole inside the top of porch(as P2). Zip up 
the front door to two thirds position. Then 
push down the porch.

Press the button on two sides of 
porch to shorten the front door 
telescopic pole(as P3). Tuck 
shoes bags(as P4).
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P1

P2 P3

P4



Folding down:

Troubleshooting:

④ Lift the ladder upward to fold the tent. Ensure no fabric is exposed
outside. Press the bottom button of ladder and push forward to
shorten the ladder.

⑤ Secure the strap of tent, put cover on and fasten the buckles all
around,  then fold down finished.

If meet malfunction when roof tent setting up or folding down, please check:
A. Whether bolts on pole screw tightly
B. Whether the pole get stuck by fabric
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